
Next day air freight 

charges dropped

Maintenance costs 

were reduced

Standardized procedures 

were implemented

Waste was reduced

There was less overtime 

and downtime

After switching to emaint 

"eMaint helped us 

eliminate manual entry, 

reduce overtime by 1/2 

hour per day per mechanic, 

reduce downtime by 1% 

and improve inventory 

accuracy across 17 

locations, saving over 

$3MM the first year.”

Bill Chant

Director of Maintenance and Engineering

Orange County Containers

Bill Chant, Director of Maintenance and Engineering 
at OCCG, likens the savings to picking pennies up o�
the floor: while not terribly impressive at first blush, 
the pennies quickly turn into dollars; big dollars – 
over $3 million.

-Gene Pargas, Uptime Magazine

HOW MUCH DID OCCG SAVE?

CMMS Cost Savings

WHAT OCCG NEEDED IN A CMMS

Bilingual support for locations in the US and Mexico

Mobile access so workers can enter information
as work is being done

Ability to track inventory across locations and higher 
visibility of inventory quantities

based on the Orange County Container Group (OCCG) case study
presented by                   
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or email sales@emaint.com

Orange County Containers Group (OCCG) manufactures paperboard and 
paper-based packaging at multiple sites in the United States and northern 
Mexico. OCCG had been using Datastream MP2 for nearly a decade, but 
decided to look for a new CMMS provider to handle their preventive main-
tenance program at 17 production plants in the U.S. and Mexico.

eMaint X3 Datastream MP2

Bilingual customer support
Bilingual customer support

Mobile connection

Mobile connection

Multi-location inventory 

tracking

Multi-location inventory 

tracking

Flexible configuration of 

screens and database

Limited flexibility and 

costly configurations

Intuitive interface and 

helpful training tools

Intuitive interface and 

helpful training tools
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reliable tracking!

winner!

Reduced mechanics' overtime by 1/2 hour per day for 32 technicians

Annual Savings of $200,000

1% Downtime reduction (standardizing procedures)

Annual savings of $560,000

Reduced % waste (spoilage) from 13% to 9%
annual savings of over $2,000,000

over $3M
in one year

total

Ability to limit rights by user for ISO compliance

Ability to Integrate with corporate financial systems

Reduced freight Charges by 70%

Other benefits

visit        emaint.com

100% paperless on all PMs Improved PM completion rate 

before eMaint

after eMaint

70%

99%

http://www.emaint.com/



